Recoleta
Recoleta in Buenos Aires is one of the most fashionable, upscale barrios in the city. It is an area with beautiful, French-style
architecture and great plazas and parks. Recoleta is a peaceful and charming neighborhood within the busy city. It is a very
important tourist destination.
9.07

Bus 130A at Paseo Colon 470, this is located 500 meters from ViaVia Hostel.

9.39

After 9 stops you get off at Avenida del Libertador 2051-083. 550 meters of this stop you reach El
Cementerio de Recoleta. Here you can discover the beautiful, big cementerio and next to it you can find
la Basilica de Nuestra Señora del Pilar.

12.30

Close to the Buenos Aires Design, in Centro Cultural of Recoleta, you can find a couple of good
restaurants for lunch. You have Camping where you can eat outside. Almacén De Pizzas to find very
good Pizzas.

14.00

Visit Floralis Genérica. This is located Around 550 meters from the area of the Cementerio.

14.45

Visit la Biblioteca Nacional, 1 kilometer from Floralis Genérica.

15.45

For a sweet snack you have to go to Un’ Altra Volta where you can buy ice cream or chocolate. This is
right next to Camping on the terrace of Buenos Aires Design.

16.00

You can enjoy Plaza Francia. In the weekend there is a market.

17.30

There is time for drinks.

20.00

Dinner at SaltShaker, situated at 900 meters from Plaza Francia. It is a unique restaurant where you sit
at a table with other people. It is called social dining. Another option is La Pecora Nera.

22.00

If you want to stay for drinks you can go to Buller Pub & Brewing Recoleta.

…

Take bus 130B at Avenida del Libertador 1459-1499 and after 11 stops you have to get off at Avenida
Paseo Colon 545, 300 meters from ViaVia Hostel.

Price: bus return trip: 13 pesos (you need the Sube card)
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